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As of 2014, AutoCAD is used for all types of 2D and 3D design tasks from architecture and interior design to mechanical engineering and electrical engineering. As an example of 2D use, a 2014 report by the American Architectural Automation Association states that architects are using AutoCAD "to design the architectural components of new homes and commercial buildings, the interior design
of the new homes and commercial buildings, and the technical drawings of the mechanical, electrical, plumbing and heating systems, and building systems such as sprinkler systems." History Autodesk announced AutoCAD software in 1981. It was originally designed for Apple II computers and running on the Apple IIgs operating system. In 1982, Autodesk released AutoCAD, which was the first

ever 2D CAD program for microcomputers. The first AutoCAD was a DOS program. From its original release in 1982 to 2005, Autodesk made only a few minor revisions to the AutoCAD user interface and functional capabilities. The major revisions included the acquisition of rival D-Station Software in 1996, the addition of animation, and the transition to Windows in 2005. AutoCAD
AutoCAD was introduced in 1982 by Autodesk for the Apple II microcomputer operating system, and was an early desktop 2D CAD program. Its development process used the waterfall method, which allowed users to get a very high level of feedback on the early prototype versions. It introduced the concept of "paint codes" for the first time, allowing users to change colors for different types of
items in a model. Another landmark in AutoCAD's early development was the introduction of "parametric modeling", which allowed designers to create objects that change shape, size, or other key features over time. The program was originally sold for $1,995, and did not allow for multitasking. In 1987, Autodesk introduced AutoCAD LT, a cheap version of AutoCAD, for $500 that could be

used on a 386 or 486 PC. In 1992, Autodesk bought D-Station Software, a rival to AutoCAD. Autodesk introduced the AutoCAD 2000 product release in 1993. This was an evolutionary redesign of AutoCAD, which introduced keyframe manipulation and the ability to cut, copy and paste. This version of AutoCAD, introduced in 1994, was aimed at the entry-level market. The next major release,
AutoCAD 2001, introduced 2D component
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3D Warehouse The first 3D warehouse used AutoCAD for data storage and retrieval. The warehouse included data in a raster format. The first version was AutoCAD version 3. The 3D Warehouse was officially launched in May 2001. The 3D Warehouse is also used to store 3D images, in addition to 2D data such as DWG, DXF and PDF, which are stored in a traditional file format. 3D drawing
formats are also included. Users can create a scene from many different data sources. Data is exported to the 3D Warehouse from other applications, such as AutoCAD, AutoCAD LT, Inventor and Revit. 3D Warehouse has been criticized for not having enough query facilities. In the 2010s, the 3D Warehouse continues to be criticized for being too slow, particularly with complex drawings. In

2016, Autodesk announced the ability to host objects in the 3D Warehouse via the API for Visual Studio.NET. In the 2019s, Autodesk claimed that 3D Warehouse now has more than three billion objects with more than three million users. Raster-to-3D Modeling A new feature in AutoCAD 2017 Release allows for automatic conversion of 2D to 3D objects. These can be saved in a standard.OBJ
format. Professional Application AutoCAD is a professional application used by architects and engineers, and others in the fields of architecture, civil engineering, engineering, graphic design, interior design, landscape architecture, mechanical design, surveying, surveying, and other similar fields, for example. The AutoCAD product line consists of the following core design applications: AutoCAD

- a 2D drafting program used to create and edit 2D drawings, consisting of 2D and 3D drawing components. The user interface (UI) is designed for working with 2D objects (2D layout) and 3D objects (3D layout). The layout components are represented as 2D objects, 3D or surface objects and are associated with datums. However, the data storage model is hierarchical, where levels of units are
included in parent units. Units can be extended using predefined or user-defined components. Units can be extruded or sliced, as well as modified, for example. AutoCAD Architecture - a 2D CAD program for architectural design. AutoCAD Electrical - a 2D CAD program 5b5f913d15
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Note: If you are running Autodesk Map or 3D Warehouse, then you need to go into their configuration panel and make sure that they are set to use their files. You can use the link in the manual to do this. Start the application. Make sure that you set the database to use the user and password that you set up. API Reference
Autodesk.AutoCAD.ApplicationServices.RibbonBar.Help.AddDocCloseCommand(ICommand command) Applies to: AutoCAD 2017 | AutoCAD LT 2017 | AutoCAD Bible 2017 | AutoCAD Maps 2017 Adding the "Close" command to the ribbon bar to allow users to close a drawing document. Close Adds a close button to the ribbon bar. Syntax: AddDocCloseCommand commandName
[editorName] Parameters: commandName - The name of the command that is to be added. A value of "Close" is the default. editorName - The name of the editor window in which the button will appear. A value of "" is the default. If a value of " " is given, the button will appear in the currently active drawing window. Adds a new "Close" command to the ribbon bar. To add a command to the
ribbon bar, use the AddDocCloseCommand method. A closed drawing document will be the default state of a document. If an editor name is given, the button will appear only in the editor window that is associated with the drawing.

What's New in the?

Create drawings in new input language: In the new Markup input language, add a single character, number or symbol and instantly create an annotation, label, dimension or more. New drawing tools and enhanced styling options also help you create beautiful drawings faster. Markup tools built for modeling In AutoCAD Architecture, you can manipulate marks in and on modeling elements like
edges, circles and arcs to drive your design. Lines and arcs Improvements to make drawing lines and arcs more accurate and intuitive. Fused lines Easily create lines that connect non-intersecting objects on different layers or in different drawings. Straight lines Add straight lines on any object with a single command. And the line you create is independent of the original object. Capitals Make free-
form callouts or use capitals to create clear, clear reference points. Round corners Round the four sides of an arc or arc segment, including a bend radius. Isosceles triangles Split an isosceles triangle in two with a single command. Draw shapes Fill any of a variety of shapes with a single command. You can draw, edit, scale, move and rotate shapes easily, and you can use these shapes as outlines, as
dashed or dotted lines, as line patterns and as shading. Edges Sketch any closed contour on a plane and instantly create and apply an edge that is closed, straight or tangent to the shape. Rays Sketch a polygon, create a ray with multiple segments, or scale any object to reveal a hidden line. Use rays to indicate a hole in a box or cylinder, or to sketch a hidden line in an area outside the lines on the
plane. Patterns Create and apply pattern fills, strokes and dash patterns with a single command. Shading Add radial gradients, pattern fills, or strokes to any object. They can be turned off or disabled with one click. Dots and marks Add custom dots and markers to any object with a single command. Text Use the Text command to create clear, fluid typography. Text style guides
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System Requirements:

NVIDIA GPU or AMD APU with either Core i3, Core i5 or Core i7 CPU. GPU and CPU choices are based on your ability to run the games smoothly. OS: Windows 7, 8 or 10 (32-bit & 64-bit) Windows 7, 8 or 10 (32-bit & 64-bit) Processor: Intel Pentium Dual Core E5500 or equivalent or higher Intel Pentium Dual Core E5500 or equivalent or higher Memory: 2 GB RAM (4 GB recommended)
2 GB RAM (4 GB
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